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Executive Summary
Cradle to Career Alliance is a coalition of community leaders with a mission to improve student success and
reduce disparities by helping organizations, schools, and families work together to find solutions that can
increase opportunities to well-being for every member in our community. The StriveTogether model is especially
effective in addressing barriers to equality because it expands our awareness beyond what we can learn from
individual outcomes by shining a light on the role of systems. Using this perspective, we are able to ask new
questions about the relationship between various outcomes and areas in our systems showing a lack of access
and coordination. Opportunity pathways are a network of systems designed to mobilize people toward their
goals for a better life. To build a truly thriving community, it is essential to understand our local infrastructure, so
we are in an informed position to promote accessible opportunities for all community members .
The purpose of this report is to share findings from our research exploring local opportunity pathways
in four areas: our opportunity landscape; risk factors to educational and economic mobility; college
readiness; and workforce development. Each area was explored for its level of coordination; clear
processes and transitions; and system “bottlenecks” or gaps that would benefit from collective impact
intervention. We also looked for common factors, or themes across these areas. The report opens with
a brief overview of our model, followed by sections summarizing findings from our investigation into
these areas. Our objective is to enhance local opportunity pathways for high school and college
students, and our underemployed adults through common goals, clearer entry points, and stronger
coordination across sectors.
Last year, we made a strategic decision to focus on barriers impacting our children’s preparedness for
Kindergarten beginning with prenatal, based on a wealth of evidence showing the highest impact on lifelong
success come through the earliest supports. While continuing proactive work on behalf of children, this year we
add focus to a powerfully related issue impacting our young children’s success—their family’s well-being and
opportunities to thrive.

The Common Factor: Intergenerational Poverty
A common theme across all areas of this report appeared in the tremendous impact of intergenerational poverty
on every phase of a person’s life, and on the achievement of organizational and system goals.
Intergenerational poverty operates as a counter-system, or “discordant network,” against opportunity
and growth. Starting with a lack of affordable housing, we see that it influences proximity to other resources in
ways that reinforce both intergenerational poverty and chronic neighborhood (and school) segregation. Too
often, our parents in poverty were also children in poverty unable to break through. By understanding how
pieces of a system connect and form relationships over time, we can also break them apart—one piece at a
time. The time is now. Cradle to Career is ready.
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Key Findings


A review of our opportunity landscape showed barriers for individuals from a lack of knowledge about
local programs and resources, and participation barriers such as financial stability, transportation and
childcare. System-level gaps were due to unclear entry points and transitions between many sectors,
including businesses and career training / educational programs; high schools and higher education; and
underrepresented community members with critical resources and opportunities that would mobilize them
from poverty.



The three main risk factors for educational success and economic mobility are the same: lack of access
to affordable housing; transportation; and high quality, affordable childcare. Where people can afford to
live draws geographic boundaries around their access to transportation and childcare in ways
that reinforce patterns of intergenerational poverty and educational disparities—operating as
systems in antithesis to opportunity pathways.



An average of 75-80% of Boone County families in poverty are employed, but are likely living in a
neighborhood with poor access to affordable childcare and public transportation. Even fewer childcare
providers are located on a local bus line in Columbia, while no public transportation is available in our
rural communities.



A childcare desert is defined as a community with three children under age five for every
childcare slot. Fifty-one percent of Americans live in child care deserts, where Missouri ranks in the 4th
quintile for poor availability. In Boone County, 4 of our 6 communities are childcare deserts. This
issue becomes more complex when we consider the low availability of subsidized care.



2018 CPS elementary school data showed a strong relationship between poverty, race / ethnicity, and
the schools our children attend. Research has shown integrated schools and neighborhoods promote the
success of all students and reduce racial bias and stereotypes. Redrawing district boundaries cannot
address the heart of this issue. Districts, city planners, and developers must work together to
intentionally design more integrated housing balanced with thriving neighborhoods, and
culturally responsive educational environments.



Our cohort study on 1,462 Boone County students graduating in 2018 tracked outcomes from 8th grade
to their college freshman year in Math and English. Comparing scoring patterns over time showed at
least half of students scored below proficiency or national averages from eighth grade through their
freshman year. Disparities were highest in eighth grade Math for black (89%); Hispanic (74%) students;
and students eligible for free and reduced lunch (81%).



From the 1,159 students enrolling into a local institution, 53% did so at a 4-year and 47% at a 2-year.
This means 79% of local students enrolled with a local institution.



Fifty percent of our cohort attending 2-years enrolled into developmental coursework for Math and 43% in
English. Based on findings on proficiency related to race / ethnicity, the fact that very few black and
Hispanic students enrolled in courses providing developmental support could reflect barriers.



Considering the percentages of students scoring below proficiency over time, it is critical that moderately
selective institutions use robust screening assessments in core developmental education subjects to
ensure students are prepared. This is especially important during freshman year, since this is a time
when many students drop out of college.



A recent Missouri employer survey conducted by the Department of Higher Education & Workforce
Development (MHEWD) showed that 30% of businesses planned on adding employees, but reported
that the lack of available career training, qualified candidates, childcare, and transportation were
perceived by employers as large barriers to hiring and retention.



Communities are developing creative solutions connecting students of all ages to businesses through
paid apprenticeships. Many programs are based on the Switzerland model, which has 40% of all
businesses participating and where 30% of students remained with their training company or
returned after college. This model is an effective approach in bridging gaps and increasing
participation from diverse members of our community.
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Equity

OUR APPROACH

Opportunity pathways are systems designed to flow individuals through

toward an improved quality of life. Education, career preparation and
workforce development are key systems for advancing, or mobilizing,
people in the direction of their goals—whether they are students, job
candidates, educational institutions, or businesses.
Using continuous improvement to promote equity requires a recognition
that systems are created and sustained by people. Only then, can we see
the possibility of systems being flexible in response to new information if
we make the decision they should. It allows us to adjust processes no

longer serving people in ways that reflect our goals and values, and to
design new interventions formed through blueprints for a better and more
inclusive future.
It is critical we pay special attention to the degree in which our mobility
systems are flowing individuals through, so we can be poised to lift up
opportunities for all children and families in our community. The time is
now. Cradle to Career is ready.
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Our Model
Cradle to Career Alliance is one of 70 communities in the country engaged with the StriveTogether
Network, originated by Cincinnati leaders and community members who knew they needed to find an
innovative way to resolve several complex issues manifesting in their children’s educational outcomes.
By combining the two effective techniques of continuous improvement + collective impact, their
work showed such powerful results, other communities began soliciting their staff to share what they
were doing so they, too, might see similar improvements for their children. The concept was formed out
of a local need and expanded so quickly into a network because it works.

Education Milestones
Our community identified six education milestones serving as markers for tracking successful
student development. Each milestone contains a set of indicators proven by research to give
us a strong sense of how children and their families are currently doing, in addition to how they
may do in the future. While milestone outcomes are analyzed individually, we also review
patterns as a collective whole, as a way to view students’ trajectory through the same
systems.

This year, we expand our view to the whole family because we know that children can only do
better when their caregivers do better. Families contain parents, brothers, sisters,
grandparents, foster / adopted caregivers, aunts, uncles and friends. In other words, we are
exploring opportunity pathways with a focus on the entire community. We are a better
community when the life of one person becomes better.
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In Boone County the most significant factors determining success are poverty and race /
ethnicity. Despite our dedicated local programming support, we continue to fall within the bottom 17%
nationally on income mobility. Agencies are increasingly including basic needs and case management
support into their programs because it is critical in achieving their outcomes. However, the more they
increase the scope of services individually, the less energy and control they end up having on results.
Solving complex social issues requires a comprehensive understanding of systems, and a cross-sector,
multi-generational vision of solutions. Often times, communities do not utilize continuous improvement
processes or enact collective impact because it takes time and expertise agencies do not have onhand. And yet, most organizations understand, while most daily activities do not focus on data,
everyone benefits through increased efficiency, and clear view of goals, and the power of combining
strengths with like-minded partners.
Results Based Accountability
A focus on overarching community results allows us to address challenges related to being programrich and systems-poor. In order to be successful, we have to engage diverse partners with a stake in
changing trends who are willing to use their strengths toward a common vision of population well-being.
No one institution or program can do it alone.
“Family Poverty Rate”

Goal is to change trend

Changing trends on complex issues takes a variety of strategies beyond delivery
of programs & services. (system efficiency, policy, political will, citizen action )

*”Turning the Curve” Results Based Accountability

What we do.
The Alliance sets a stage for creating solutions to complex issues impacting our community through the
following steps. This status report incorporates Step 1:
1. Analyzing local education data, as a general marker of how different students, families and
community members are faring within a common system.
2. Using results to identify a priority milestone and build a strategic planning team of individuals with
experience on the multiple, diverse factors influencing outcomes.
3. Following a Results Based Accountability framework embedding continuous improvement research
activities into the strategic planning process, which focuses on the common goal of changing trends
and improving results impacting community well-being.
4. Identifying, tailoring, and vetting evidence-based interventions, based on local context.
5. Setting the stage for local piloting and monitoring progress.
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Our Local Landscape
We open this report with an overview of local infrastructure dedicated to educational / economic mobility.
educational institutions focused on educational and economic mobility. This map is a general snapshot of
graduates; and underemployed adults. The map explores the degree to which our systems connect
programming. Potential barriers are marked. At the individual level, accessibility barriers were due to
transportation and childcare. System-level gaps involved unclear transitions between many sectors —
between secondary and postsecondary institutions. A well-coordinated infrastructure based on

HIGH SCHOOL

AGES
Earn Advanced
Placement (AP) credits

OPPORTUNITY LANDSCAPE

GPA requirements

General Ed college
coursework in high
school.at lower cost per
credit hour earned either
on a high school or college
campus.
•
•

Two-year
Community
College

GPA requirement
Lower tuition fee

Columbia Area
Career Center

High School

•
•

A minimum of 24
credits
Pass Missouri and US
Constitution tests

Technical training for high
school students and adults
to prepare for the skilled
trades, applied sciences,
modern technologies and
careers.
• GPA requirement for
high school students

Earn high school diploma
A+ Schools Program
Qualifying high school
students receive tuition
for community college.
•

CPS

A schedule of school
coursework required for
graduation.

Earn dual credit hours
toward associate

Career Tech Education

Dual Credit / Dual
Enrollment

•
•
•

2.5 cumulative
GPA
95 % attendance
good
citizenship
Math

Alternative Education &
High School Equivalency
(HiSET), or GED

Job Point

Earn HiSET / GED

Alternative education
setting offering additional
support, trades training,
and alternatives to
diploma.

Adult Education ,Technical Train

& Reentry Programs

Do not complete high
school or earn HiSET /
GED
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ning

Boone County has a robust infrastructure with numerous partnerships between community organizations and
local infrastructure seen through the perspectives of three populations: high school graduates; college
or have barriers for each population. This map’s focus is on the community’s educational and career preparation
lack of knowledge about local programs and resources, and personal resources to participate such as
especially between businesses with available positions and education / career training sectors, but also
organizational strengths working with each population would enhance success for everyone involved.

18-24

CAREER GOAL
Four-year institutions
ACT Score Thresholds
27+
24+
21+

Take
ACT
Exam

Enrollment eligibility
Highly selective
Selective
Moderately selective
Transfer
Agreement
Earn Associate &
transfer to

Fast Track
Workforce Incentive Grant
Financial aid program that
addresses workforce needs
by encouraging adults to
pursue a certificate, degree,
or industry-recognized
credential in high need job.
•
•
•

Affordability
FAFSA application

Open
Enrollment Institution
All public two year and
participating
independent
community colleges.

ag 25+ or not enrolled in
higher ed for 2 years
$40,000 or less per year
not earned bachelor’s.

Excel Center

Some 4 years
Childcare
Time off work

Adults earn high
school diploma
free of charge.
Business / Education / Tech Partnerships
Employers collaborating with education and
training agencies in local workforce
development

Lack of awareness
of opportunities
Lack of availability

Business Apprenticeship
Opportunities

Lack of awareness of
opportunities
Lack of availability

Community support agency onramp
No access

Central Missouri Community Action
Love, Inc
Vocational Rehab

Potential barrier
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Risk Factors to Mobility: Intergenerational Poverty
The top risk factors impacting educational success and economic mobility are closely connected
However, we begin this section with affordable housing because it holds a powerful influence on both,
while also drawing geographic lines around critical resources low-income parents need to sustain
employment.—childcare and transportation. Where families can afford to live sets the stage for success
with every member; therefore, it is essential that organizations within these sectors work collaboratively
to ensure every person has access to opportunities no matter where they live, while also promoting
better integration to eliminate patterns of chronic segregation by race and income.

RISK FACTORS TO MOBILITY

Housing Policy is School Policy
Student success is fostered by integrated schools and neighborhoods. We know that low income
children face the starkest challenges in school. And we know that housing policies which help them live
in mixed income neighborhoods result in much greater school success. For that reason, C2CA
advocates housing policies that maximize inclusive neighborhoods and school district policies
that produce more integrated schools. This needs to be done while we also work hard to
improve conditions in lower-income neighborhoods and in the schools that serve them. No
stone can be left unturned if we want the children in our community—and our community itself--to
thrive in the 21st century.
Rental Assistance Demonstration Program & Low-Income Housing Tax Credit In 2014, the CHA
was the first housing authority in Missouri to be approved to participate in the HUD Rental Assistance
Demonstration (RAD) program which allows the CHA to enter into long-term rent subsidy contracts
with HUD. This enables the CHA to be competitive in applying for
Children residing with CHA
the Low-Income Housing Tax Credits that were used to pay for the
renovation of the Bryant Walkway Apartments and other CHA
Age group
number
properties. The CHA has renovated 597 units of public housing since
172
2014 and brought approximately $75,000,000 in low-income housing 0 to 5
tax credit funding to preserve Columbia’s most important low-income 6-11
143
housing units, while also constructing 25 new apartments for
12-14
70
homeless veterans. A total of 445 children reside with their families
at CHA. Public housing has been combined with on-site support in
15-18
60
economic / financial stability, parenting, and a free after-school
program for children. There are 478 people on the wait list for CHA family sites and 1,369 on the list
for Section 8 Choice Voucher.
The Evidence for Mixed Income Neighborhoods
Montgomery County, Maryland passed a law requiring that about one in eight houses in each new
subdivision be moderately priced. The public housing authority got first chance on a third of those
units. Because the housing authority randomly assigned families to the units in these mixed-income
neighborhoods, differences in results were more likely to have been connected with the intervention
and not some other factor. The housing authority students who enrolled in low-poverty schools far
outperformed those who attended low-income schools. The more years that a student attended a lowpoverty school, the greater the gains in achievement and the smaller the achievement gap. Students in
low-income schools did not close the gap at all.
The Moving to Opportunity Project saw similar results. This federal experiment provided vouchers
enabling families to move from deeply impoverished neighborhoods to communities with more
opportunities. Children in families randomly selected to receive these vouchers were better educated
and had higher incomes than children in families who did not receive the vouchers. The positive impact
was present in all five cities participating in the study. It held for white, black and Latino/a children and
for both boys and girls. The longer the student lived in the new neighborhood, the larger the gains.
While these programs must be designed carefully to avoid the isolation of families in their new
neighborhoods, the gains warrant the effort.
Most recently, large scale studies tracking millions of students across the country have found the same
pattern. Low-income children who move out of poor neighborhoods have higher average incomes;
children who move into poor neighborhoods have lower incomes. College attendance, teenage
employment, teenage birth, and marriage had similar improvements. Again, the longer the exposure,
the stronger the effect. Chetty and Hendren found that infants who move at birth “pick up roughly 80%
of the differences in permanent residents’ outcomes.”
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Integrated Schools Are Better for All Children
In its extensive 2019 report, The Century Foundation concluded that “on average, students in socioeconomically
and racially diverse schools—regardless of a student’s own economic status—have stronger academic outcomes
than students in schools with concentrated poverty.”
•

Students in integrated schools have higher achievement in mathematics, science, language and
reading.

•

Students in integrated schools are more likely to enroll in college. Students with similar socioeconomic
backgrounds are 68 percent more likely to enroll at a four-year college if they attend a more affluent school
rather than a high-poverty school.
Students in integrated schools are less likely to drop out. During the height of desegregation in the 1970s
and 1980s, dropout rates decreased for minority students, with the greatest decline in dropout rates occurring in
districts that had undergone the largest reductions in school segregation.
Integrated schools help to reduce racial achievement gaps. The racial achievement gap saw its greatest
shrinkage during the key years of school desegregation in the 1970s and 1980s. Recent research from
Stanford’s Center for Education Policy Analysis found that racial and economic segregation are still among the
most powerful drivers of the racial achievement gap today.
Integrated schools reduce racial bias and stereotypes. Researchers have found that students who attend a
school with multiple racial groups become more comfortable with people of other races, resulting in a dramatic
decrease in discriminatory attitudes. According to a Kentucky study, students who attend racially diverse high
schools are more likely to live in diverse neighborhoods five years after graduation.

•

•

•

The most prominent scholars in this field agree that segregation is a major driver of achievement disparities. It is
also a major predictor of low intergenerational mobility for all races and ethnicities. The chart below presents the
breakdown of Columbia Public Schools’ elementary students showing a relationship between poverty and race /
ethnicity across buildings, supporting our case for a critical need to build intentional partnerships between school
districts, housing developers and community planners. Redrawing attendance boundaries cannot fully address
the heart of this issue. In fact, longer distances between children and their schools create new barriers for
families without reliable transportation to cover after school care or extracurricular activities.

*Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (DESE)
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Access to Childcare
Affordability
The cost of child care is inaccessible for the average family. National polling conducted by the Center for
American Progress showed finding quality, affordable childcare was a serious problem for 83% of parents,
while 75% report the lack of care held a negative impact on their careers. The feedback from Boone County
parents reflected similar patterns. From our pool of 95 parents, less than 5% reported keeping a child home
by choice. Most described struggling to find affordable care. Subsidized or free slots were difficult to find,
often accompanied by long waiting lists for families needing to work. Last year, 12% of Boone County slots
were utilized by children receiving subsidies. Families need to “choose” between keeping a low-paying job to
afford childcare through the subsidy program, or pursuing their career and educational goals without
assistance essential in sustaining their basic needs. This burden was significantly amplified for single
mothers, though many two-parent households and / or moderate-income earning parents also reported the
cost and availability of childcare was creating a hardship. In fact, struggling parents reported a strategic
decision to wait until children entered Kindergarten to begin pursing their own goals, lengthening the time
their families struggled in poverty and impacting levels of Kindergarten readiness.
Availability

A “childcare desert” is defined as a community with three children under age five for every
childcare slot. The map below shows capacity of licensed or registered child care providers, with 51% of
Americans live in child care deserts, and where Missouri ranks in the 4th quintile for poor availability. The
map does not factor in for affordability through available subsidized slots.

*2018 America’s Childcare Deserts. The Center for American Progress
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Boone County’s childcare deserts showed up in rural areas marked by orange colored census
tracts in the map (left). Our 2018 Provider Inventory added clarity on the number of available
subsidized slots related to percent free and reduced lunch for elementary students. A
summary is presented in the table below:
Free &
Reduced
Lunch

Classified
“desert”

Centralia
Columbia
Hallsville
Harrisburg
Sturgeon

#
slots
262

Provider
Inventory
# subsidy
slots
10

“Subsidy desert”

23%

Yes

#
children
687

33%

Yes

459

127

68

151

-83

45%

No

8,994

4,715

2,837

4,047

-1,210

31%

No

473

222

109

146

-37

36%

Yes

90

49%

Yes

300

(elementary)

Ashland

Desert Map
Census data

FRL% X
# children
158

Potential
gap
-148

70
43

*Desert map census data combined Harrisburg and Sturgeon.

Two-thirds of Boone County communities were classified as childcare deserts, with the exception of Columbia and
Hallsville, reflecting a national pattern showing more deserts in rural areas. While cities have higher availability of
childcare centers, employment, and public transportation, these resources tend to be concentrated in more affluent
areas. We compared the provider inventory’s subsidized slots with percent free and reduced lunch showing capacity
issues in every community. However, due to an abundance of evidence on the benefits of qualify early learning on
children in poverty, we would need to reexamine applicability of the ratio of three to one for “subsidy deserts.”

There is a growing awareness of the links among access to child care, parental employment, and economic vitality in
communities. Businesses rely on employees, and employees rely on child care. When problems with child care arise,
parents may need to miss work, take a pay cut through part-time employment, or leave the workforce. According to a
2019 study in the Council for Strong America, American businesses, lose an estimated $12.7 billion annually because
of their employees’ challenges with childcare. We generated the map below through Harvard’s Opportunity Atlas tool to
combine percentage rates of employed, low-income families with the locations of providers taking subsidies. The map
shows an average of 75-80% of low-income parents tend to be employed, but are likely to be living in areas
that do not have a provider taking subsidies close by.
Columbia Employed, Low-income Parents & Childcare Providers taking Subsidies
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*The Opportunity Atlas https://www.opportunityatlas.org

Transportation
For people making less income, lack of reliable transportation is often a significant obstacle to finding and
keeping jobs. They may live far from areas with available jobs, struggle to afford transportation costs, or have
poor access to public transit, especially in rural and suburban communities. For families who balance work, job
training and child care, it can be even more difficult to get where they need to be. In addition to providing
transportation for employees, public transit systems help build economic opportunities for communities that
invest in them.

A Combination of Factors
A 2015 Harvard study ranked Boone County among the most difficult communities in which to escape poverty.
Like many communities nationwide, limited transportation options is a critical factor linked with other factors to
keep families in poverty. Where people can afford to live sets a stage for their proximity to resources that hold on
strong influence on their chances. The impact of available transportation on the local economy and workforce
make it a key lever in getting more people with a desire to work to available employment.
Commuting time continues to emerge as a powerful predictor. The longer an average commute in a given
county, the worse the chances of low-income families there. Within our rural communities, there is no available
public transportation creating a significant barrier for those who cannot organize a ride through a friend or family
member, or share a vehicle. Alternatively, Columbia metro area does not present a long commute time, though
cuts to the public transit system have reduced availability when more is needed.
We provide the maps below showing the fraction of lower-income Boone County residents remaining in the same
census tract as they grew up in Boone County, along with higher poverty areas within the community. This can
serve as a reference for the map we generated on the following page showing connections between housing,
transportation, childcare, and economic mobility.
Fraction of adults living in same census tract
they grew up in
Poverty Levels in Boone County

*Generated though Opportunity Atlas
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Transportation and Childcare

We created the map below to show availability of childcare on one of our local bus lines with centers taking
subsidies (in pink) and centers not taking subsidies (in dark gray). We provide information for Columbia
because there is no public transportation in rural areas of Boone County. We can use the maps provided in
this section to consider a scenario of a parent with a desire to get out of poverty 1) finding affordable housing
on minimum wage; 2) using public transportation to bring a child to a provider taking subsidy; 3) getting to
work on time; and 4) being a “model employee” earning a promotion, or some other opportunity. Where
would career training, higher education, parenting classes, or reading to their children fit into this scenario?
How would this parent save money for a vehicle or a down payment on a home?

Next Steps: Connecting the Dots
This section on risk factors described connections between where people can afford to live and the impact
this has on their proximity to critical resources that would help to get them out of poverty. Equally significant
to parents’ barriers, their children would be among the next generation coming into our education system
with just as much promise, but with less preparation than their peers. Intergenerational poverty operates
like a system. To break this cycle, we must take action to address how risk factors overlap and reinforce
poverty through inequitable access to opportunities in our community by bringing partnerships together to
find new and creative solutions through common goals:
 Because housing sets the stage for so many factors related to mobility, it is critical we build intentional

partnerships between school districts, housing developers and community planners to find collective
solutions that can address the negative impacts of neighborhood segregation on economic mobility and
educational success in our community.
 Risk factor areas are also separate systems. We must continue trying to find creative solutions to

transportation barriers blocking community members’ access to resources they need and stable
employment.
 Childcare deserts and lack of affordable care continue as a major driver in families’ decisions about

employment, while the positive impact of quality early learning for our most vulnerable children make it a
powerful lever against intergenerational poverty. We must continue local and state policy advocacy to
increase the number of high quality slots families can afford.
12

Being “College Ready”

TRANSITION INTO COLLEGE

This section focuses on high school students’ successful transition into college. Over the past couple of
decades, the missions and activities within higher education have been shifting to align with competing
demands around affordability, quality, or needs from students and future workforce sectors. Similarly,
high schools struggle with adequately preparing students for an increasingly dynamic and globalized
environment requiring different skills and aptitudes than in the past. It is critical that our systems also be
dynamic and open to adjustments to recruit and retain more students through to college completion.
The data below shows 2018 graduation rates for Boone County students by percentage race / ethnicity
and income status. Student count for each building appears over columns.
A combined average of
91.3% of Boone county
students graduated, which is
slightly higher than the state
average of 89.9%
Rural districts did not report
students outside “white”
category, so we reported
only their total graduation
rate. Hispanic students had
highest graduation rates
within two CPS buildings
and white students in the
other two. Free and reduced
lunch was lowest across all
buildings except Hallsville.
Preparing for life after high school
An average of 90% of students took the ACT
exam, falling just below the 92% state
average. Taking the ACT exam provides a
strong basis for being eligible for colleges,
universities, and scholarships, while scores
also provide valuable information about
students’ level of preparation for college. The
chart (left) shows building results on the
percentages of students scoring above the
national average. The average percentage
for Missouri districts in 2018 was 51% (red
line).

Following up
Our next graph contains information on
graduate student follow-up six months after
graduation showing an even split between 4year, 2-year, and employment categories with
the exception of Southern Boone and CPS
with just over half at a 4-year institution. We
will provide percentages enrolled into local
institutions to gain a sense of students’
decisions after graduation. When compared
to the table showing local enrollment
(page 16 of this report), most of the
percentages from follow-up surveys were
quite a bit lower than actual percentages,
especially considering it contains local
institutions alone.
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Trends on Graduate Follow-up
The graphs below show trends from 2003-2018 on follow-up categories. The military category remained low over
the past 15 years. Overall, average fluctuation was highest between 2013 and 2018, with the most growth in
employment and the largest decline in 2-year enrollment, along with interesting peaks and valleys.

College Readiness Cohort Study
Cross-sector student data helps us to understand the degree to which students are transitioning with the tools they
need to succeed. This section follows a Boone County student cohort enrolling into local institutions of higher education
in 2018 by retracing their trajectory from eighth grade to college freshman year across the data points below.
8th grade
Math & English
proficiency

ACT scores

high school
graduation

college enrollment
(local IHE)

developmental
coursework
(Math & English)

Number of students in our Boone County cohort
enrolled 8th grade
2013

enrolled 11th grade
2016

enrolled 12th grade
2017

dropping out

leaving

graduating

1,609

1,600

1,541

137

58

1,462

We highlighted key findings below. The remaining pages in this section provide a more detailed description of each
analysis. Overall, numbers of students in our cohort remained consistent until between 2016-17, before senior year.
 For eighth grade MAP in Math: 39% of students were proficient and 61% were below. A majority of students

were not proficient in Math in eighth grade. This area presented the lowest proficiency scores across all
categories: by race / ethnicity (black 89%; Hispanic 74%); and students eligible for free and reduced lunch (81%) .

 For eighth grade MAP in English, 55% were proficient and 45% below. Females tended to score higher than

males in this subject. There was a significantly higher percentage of black(76%), Hispanic (60%) and students
eligible for free and reduced lunch (69%) scoring below proficiency. There were roughly 700 students below
proficiency in English in our cohort There is no way to know how many were the same students in Math.

 Of the 1,600 eleventh grade students 1,441 took ACT with 52% scoring at or above the national average and

48% below. Over half the buildings were below thresholds for English (20) and Math (19). The number of
students taking the ACT in eleventh grade was quite close to the numbers graduating from high school a year
later. At this point, roughly 700 students scored below the national average on ACTs (743 scored above).

 1,462 students graduated (combined avg of 90%); and 9% (137) dropped out. From the 1,159 students enrolling

into a local institution, 47% did so at a 2-year and 53% at a 4-year, This means 79% enrolled with a local
institution. There were 282 students taking ACT that did not enroll in a local college.

 Of the 543 enrolled in 2-years, 50% also enrolled in developmental coursework for Math and 43% in English.

Based on earlier findings on proficiency related to race / ethnicity, it is unclear why so few black and Hispanic
students enrolled in courses providing developmental support. Higher numbers of female students
enrolled.

 Comparing our cohort’s scoring patterns over time, at least half scored below proficiency or national averages in

Math and English from eighth grade through their freshman year. This points to a critical need for moderately
selective institutions to use robust screening assessments to ensure students are prepared in these subjects to
increase student retention and completion.
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Eighth grade proficiency in Math and English
The graphs below show how the cohort scored on 2013 Math and English MAP assessments by building. Student
count is located within each column. Assessment scores showed 39% students scored proficient or above
and 61% below in Math and 55% scored proficient or above in English with 45% below.

Below, we separated CPS (below) and rural districts
(right) proficiency scores. In CPS, Math had the
most students scoring below proficiency. However,
black students (89%) and those eligible for free
reduced lunch (81%) showed lowest scores These
same two groups were lowest in English (76% and
67%, respectively). Thirty four percent of CPS
female and 35% male students were proficient in
Math, whereas students from both genders scored at
least 50% proficiency except in one district. Income
level had an effect on all buildings.

*Gentry and Smithton did not enroll 8th grade students in 2013.

2013 CPS 8th grade MAP by Gender, Income
and Race / Ethnicity
English
Math
female
male
FRL
Non FRL
Asian
Black
Hispanic
Multiracial
White

below

proficient

37%
50%
67%
29%
34%
76%
59%
33%
33%

59%
50%
34%
69%
66%
24%
41%
67%
64%

below proficient

66%
65%
81%
51%
40%
89%
74%
59%
57%

34%
35%
15%
49%
60%
9%
26%
41%
43%

ACT Exam Scores
In 2016, of the1,600 11th grade students in our
cohort , 1,441 (90%) took the ACT exam, which is
slightly below the state average 91%. A combined
average for districts showed 52% (743) scored
above the national median and 48% (698) below.
The chart (right) shows how students scored in Math
and English related to the 50th percentile, meaning
half of US students fell above these scores (orange
line).
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Graduation and College Enrollment
The table below shows numbers of students graduating, dropping out and / or enrolling in a local institution. Data
shows 1,159 (79%) students from our cohort enrolled at a local institution. This means 282 students taking
ACTs did not enroll locally. Among students who did, there slightly higher numbers of students enrolled in 4-years.
2016-17 high school graduates

2018 Total number of students enrolled at IHE

High school

Number
graduating

Number
dropping out

Columbia
College

Moberly
Area

Stephen
s
College

Centralia
Battle
Douglas
Hickman
Rockbridge
Hallsville
Harrisburg
So. Boone
Sturgeon

91
301
60
344
401
79
43
111
32

4
35
22
36
36
1
1
2
0

11
24
3
66
54
10
5
16
5

21
64
10
86
86
23
17
28
14

5
6
0
12
14
4
0
6
1

Totals

1462

194(13%)

349 (24%)

48 (3%)

137 (9%)

MU

Total
students
enrolled

Total %
local 2year

Total %
local 4year

17
97
1
179
204
33
3
31
3

54
191
14
343
358
70
25
81
23

568 (38%)

1,159

35%
29%
22%
44%
35%
42%
51%
40%
59%
543
students

24%
34%
2%
56%
54%
47%
7%
33%
13%
616
students

Below, our table shows enrollment by gender and race / ethnicity with a table showing percentages from our high
Students
Students
dropping
out
Total cohort
school cohort. Ideally, we would
want tograduating
see a reflective
proportion
of students
enrolled.
We calculated raw
enrollment data on percentages for the1462
bottom row (orange) showing
5%
lower
black
and
137
159911% lower white enrollment
and 2% higher Hispanic student enrollment than percentages within the cohort. Due to difference in calculating
financial need across institutions, we did not include combined percentages by income status.
Total Percent Gender
enrolled

Percent Race / Ethnicity

Female

Male

Asian

Black

Hispanic

Multi

White

Race / Ethnicity of Boone
County Cohort
Black
15%

Columbia College

194

64%

36%

4%

12%

7%

3%

68%

Hispanic

3%

Moberly Area

349

58%

42%

2%

11%

5%

6%

69%

White

82%

MU

586

51%

49%

6%

7%

4%

6%

77%

Stephens

48

100%

0%

*

15%

4%`

10%

75%

58%

42%

4%

10%

5%

6%

73%

% of total cohort

Developmental Education—College Readiness
Open enrollment institutions often provide developmental (remedial) education to support student success in collegelevel coursework, whereas moderately selective institutions have eligibility criteria to screen during enrollment. The
tables below show Boone County students placed into developmental coursework for Math and English at our local 2years. Fifty percent of students from our cohort were enrolled in Math support and 43% in English. Based on earlier
findings related to race / ethnicity, the fact that so few black and Hispanic students enrolled in developmental support
could reflect a barrier. Comparing our cohort’s scoring patterns over time, at least half scored below proficiency or
national averages from eight grade through their freshman year. This would suggest that moderately selective
institutions use robust screening assessments to ensure that students are prepared in these subjects to increase
Columbia College
Total students enrolled: 194
Percentages placed into developmental coursework
#
students
Reading
15
Math
26

female
male

% of
total
7%
13%

Reading

Math

63%
37%

68%
28%

White
47%
65%

Black Hispanic Multi
33%
7%
13%
23%
4%
8%

Moberly Area Community College
Total students enrolled: 349
Percentages placed into developmental coursework
#
students
Writing
133
Reading
84
Math
241
female
male
16

% of
total
38%
24%
69%

White
55%
10%
65%

Writing

Reading

Math

59%
55%

59%
55%

63%
37%

Black Hispanic Multi
19%
6%
9%
57%
20%
*
13%
7%
7%

PROMIMSING PRACTICES & STRATEGIES

Local Efforts Shaping Change
There are numerous organizations in our community contributing to change through cross-sector
partnerships. This section presents four promising local projects using creative strategies to promote
change within housing development, career training; increasing STEM engagement with
underrepresented middle-school students, and tapping into the faith community as a conduit for building
job readiness and placement.

The City of Columbia Housing Programs Division oversees the implementation of Community
Development Block Grant (CDBG) funding, HOME Investment Partnerships Program (HOME) funding
and local general revenue funds. These funds meet a variety of affordable housing, infrastructure and
economic development needs for low to moderate income households and neighborhoods.
The Housing Programs Division also currently staffs the Columbia Community Land Trust (CCLT),
which supports the stewardship of the City’s investments in affordable housing. The CCLT is a nonprofit corporation formed by the City of Columbia with the primary duties of creating and stewarding
permanently affordable housing. Much of the CCLT’s efforts also involve revitalizing neighborhoods by
increasing homeownership in low income neighborhoods, building high quality and energy efficient
housing, and protecting housing affordability for future generations. Homes built in partnership with the
CCLT are protected in perpetuity through a 99-year ground lease, to ensure the homes will remain
affordable and well maintained beyond our lifetimes.
There are currently 8 CCLT homeowners with additional construction soon to be finishing on 4 more
homes the end of 2019. The typical CCLT homeowner will gain close to $25,000 in equity and wealth
over the course of the first 10 years of ownership. The CCLT’s next big project will take place at the
Cullimore Cottages on N. 8th Street, which will feature 10 new and energy efficient homes designed by
local architect, Nick Peckham. The Cullimore Cottages project currently has financial support from 3
local community banks and the City. This project will be the next stepping stone to getting the CCLT on
the path to organizational independence, and another step towards increasing our community’s portfolio.
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Job Point offers occupational skills training in Health Occupations, Office Technology and Trades. Trades
programs include Heating, Ventilation & Air Conditioning (HVAC), Highway/Heavy Construction and Carpentry.
The organization has identified specific local labor market needs, and subsequently developed training in highdemand areas offering the ability to quickly complete the programs and enter employment at a living wage. The
workforce for construction trades nationwide is quickly aging. Anecdotal evidence suggests fewer young adults are
choosing to enter this physically demanding field. At the same time, construction activities are steadily increasing.
Therefore, short-term certificate programs (six months or less) are offered for individuals interested in becoming
qualified for a high wage job without investing two or more years in post-secondary education.
The organization has been engaged with Columbia Public Schools high schools, in creating a pathway for students
who are experiencing barriers in postsecondary programming who might benefit from one of the Job Point trades
programs. In fiscal year 2018, 118 persons were served through the Trades programs. Eight percent were age 1721; 17% age 22-25; 48% age 26-34; 31% age 36-54. The vision is to increase the number of young people
accessing the programs and entering the field of Trades. Many times, young students report being surprised by the
sense of accomplishment and satisfaction in performing skilled manual labor.
YouthBuild is a program working with young adults to advance educational levels, develop leadership abilities, and
obtain skills training in the construction field, while building new homes in our community’s most impoverished
neighborhoods and improving infrastructure by maintaining and repairing roadways. The program addresses the
core issues related to poverty in our community—graduation rates, unemployment, crime rates and safe,
affordable housing. Key populations are students who drop out of high school, adjudicated youth, young people
aging out of foster care, youth with disabilities, homeless and other disconnected youth populations between the
ages of 16 to 24. The project places a priority on serving females with or without children, as well as veterans and
their spouses. As a result, single-family homes are built utilizing green technologies, then sold to income-eligible
individuals or families with down payment assistance available through partnership with the City of Columbia. Job
Point’s first independently-built house in Columbia was completed and sold in July 2008. The owners couldn’t be
more pleased with their new home at 6 East Forest Avenue (below left).
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The mission of the Columbia STEM Alliance (CSA) is to Increase student interest in Science Technology
Engineering and Math. The organization was founded with the idea that the business community can help
improve workforce readiness of all students through a strong, engaged student pipeline beginning in middle
school. Local K-12 schools, The Boys and Girls Club, the Columbia Area Career Center, the University of
Missouri, Columbia College, REDI, and local businesses work with the CSA to inspire students to pursue high
school and post-secondary STEM education and skilled career training programs through earlier exposure to
experiential learning connected to the STEAM disciplines for historically underrepresented populations in the
field. In cooperation with the local Schools the CSA identifies STEM gaps, develops and provides programs to
support students and help bridge these gaps. Current areas of focus include:
1. Girls in STEM: Summer STEM emersion program for grade 6-8 girls in partnership with the university
of Missouri
2. Computer Science: Classroom instruction and competitive robotics events
3. Steam Bus: Mobile STEM lab used at school and community events
4. Summer STEM: Summer STEM emersion program for grades 4-8 in partnership with Columbia
College and CPS
5. JMS STEM Academy: Supporting teachers and school leadership team as then transition to a Project
Based STEAM Academy.
Over the past two years, over 8000 students have participated CSA STEM immersion programs, microprocessor
programing and computer aided drafting, team robotics, and community STEAM events.
“The STEMettes”
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Lester Woods is Senior Pastor of the Columbia congregation, Urban
Empowerment Ministries. Along with serving as Chief Administrative
Officer at Missouri Department of Transportation, Mr. Woods is a
graduate student working on a doctoral project to understand how
collaborative relationships between churches, Community Based
Organizations (CBOs), and corporations may enhance the social equity
of members at Urban Empowerment Ministries, resulting in a better
quality of life.

The goal is to bring people together, bring awareness to resources and
establish best practices that may address social concerns, such as
those in education, employment, and entrepreneurship, and as a
consequence, close the “Social Equity” gaps within socio-economically
disadvantaged communities. The theme of the project is “A
Collaboration Model that Enhances the Social Equity of Socially and
Economically Disadvantaged Individuals at Urban Empowerment
Ministries.”
Over a 6 week period, multiple workshops and technical assistance
session were held with approximately 15 individual participants; several
community organizations, such as Love, Inc., United Way, Job Point
and the Cradle to Career Alliance; and a number of hiring corporations, like Shelter Insurance, Socket Internet and
Huebert Builders. The program ends in October with a close-out session.
Urban Empowerment Trainees and Team
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Workforce Development
A recent Missouri employer survey conducted by the Department of Higher Education & Workforce Development
(MHEWD) showed that, of the 1,600 businesses surveyed, half reported they expected employment levels to remain
stable and 33% said they planned on adding employees. However, when asked about perceived hiring barriers,
their responses pointed to gaps in career training, both in the availability of programs and in the shortage of workers
entering ready with knowledge and skills. Currently, we are experiencing a tight labor market with employers
actively seeking qualified workers. We also know there are community members actively seeking employment who
just need the right training, access points, and opportunities to demonstrate their potential.
Due to the rapid pace of innovation in the market, system-level adjustments in educational and career training
competencies and outcomes remains critical. By periodically reviewing our definitions of competencies leading to
success in college, the workforce, and in life, we can reorganize around growth toward these competencies. For
example, by opening stronger lines of communication between employers and universities to collect updated
information on topics being covered in professional development and training, universities could integrate new
information into the curriculum before students left their disciplines.

*Missouri Economic Research & Information Center

Family-friendly Policies

Results from the MHEWD survey above also showed 56% of metro and 46% of non-metro employers cited the lack
of childcare as a barrier, while 50% of metro and 39% of non-metro identified a lack of transportation. Our previous
section on risk factors shed light on barriers to economic and educational mobility for underrepresented members in
our community. We hope this information might provide businesses with added perspective on factors impacting
employee retention and success. High turnover and retooling are costly and inefficient, while research on promoting
more balance in the workplace continues to show increased outcomes in engagement and productivity. The
adoption of family-friendly workplace policies is a powerful approach in addressing these barriers, which include
some of the following strategies making the balance of work and life more manageable:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pay providing employees a life free of poverty
Employee / family health benefits
Training and internal promotion pathway
Flex-time
Temporary switch to part-time during life transitions;
Allowing for off-site work
Maternity / paternity leave
Tuition for employee education
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Talent Pipelines
From the MHEWD survey, we see many employers are facing challenges in finding prepared job candidates in
areas including better hands-on readiness to enter the field, strong interpersonal skills and professionalism (“soft
skills”). However, another survey appearing in Inside Higher Ed last year showed a disconnect between college
graduates’ perceptions of their career readiness versus businesses, pointing to a need for increased contact
between these groups. Results below are taken directly from the article, coming from 203 employing
organizations and 4,213 graduating seniors.
% of Employers that Rated
Recent Grads Proficient

% of Students Who Considered
Themselves Proficient

Professionalism / Work Ethic

42.5%

89.4%

Oral / Written Communication

41.6%

79.4%

Critical Thinking / Problem Solving

56.1%

79.9%

Teamwork / Collaboration

77.0%

85.1%

Leadership

33.0%

70.5%

Digital Technology

65.8%

59.9%

Career Management

17.3%

40.9%

Global Intercultural Fluency

20.7%

34.9%

Competency

*
retrieved from Inside Higher Ed at https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2018/02/23/study-students-believe-they-areprepared-workplace-employers-disagree

Employees entering the workforce within a younger age group are also shifting expectations for employers they
seek, a trend being compounded by a large number of Baby Boomers retiring and leaving open positions. For
example, recent surveys of over 25,000 millennials from 22 countries showed younger generations are seeking
employers that are good corporate citizens, and work environments offering creative challenges and autonomy,
technology, work-life balance, and fair pay (What Millennials Want from Work by Levenson & Deal 2016).
Workforce market trends increasingly point to the need for effective communication strategies between
businesses and workforce candidates for a more central understanding of qualifications and needs.
Forming Connections through Paid Apprenticeships
For many job candidates, there is lacking awareness of available opportunities, how to enter the field, or access
hands-on training that would bridge skills gaps. Others experience financial and resource gaps preventing them
from participating. Inspired by the Switzerland apprenticeship model, many communities are creating paid
apprenticeship hubs connecting schools and career preparation programs with businesses. Hubs have been
designed for high school and adult students, or a combination. Students benefit from paid training; an invaluable
professional network; and opportunities to apply theoretical knowledge to practice. Businesses benefit from a
locally tailored talent pipeline and increased opportunities to engage young students and other workforce
candidates they may not have had contact with previously. As an added benefit, paid apprenticeships also
address “scope creep” increasingly impacting our education system by sharing responsibility for workforce
readiness with the business sector.
US hub models report increased academic engagement and self-discipline for students with more opportunities
to put their knowledge to practice in a professionals setting. Switzerland’s apprenticeship model is used by 40%
of businesses, nationally. Seventy percent of students participate in the program with 30% staying with the
training company or returning after college. While Switzerland’s apprenticeships incorporate several industry
areas spanning IT / computer technology to ski instructors, a more local strategy might begin with our highestneed industries. Noel Ginsberg, CEO of Colorado CareerWise recommends building hubs structured by strong
engagement from a business community who recognizes that paid apprenticeships are not philanthropic
investments—they are investments in a talent pipeline.
Along with hubs, there is movement toward outreach campaigns for students and adults through community-wide
events showcasing college and career pathways and educator professional development. Through a potentially
combined approach, these strategies provide a promising direction for any community struggling with
these challenges, including Boone County.
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CAREER PATHWAYS

Moving Toward a Better Future
The following section of this report describes seven key local occupation categories
offering employees a pathway toward economic mobility. Not only are many of them
eligible for financial aid for Missouri students through the new Fast Track Workforce
Incentive, they are also among high-demand fields typically offering training and promotion
pathways, competitive pay, and benefits. We hope this could serve as a resource for
community members seeking employment or partnership toward a local talent pipeline.
By working together to bridge gaps between businesses and potential employees—
whether this outreach is for high school and college graduates, or underemployed adults in
our community—everyone benefits.
The time is right. Cradle to Career is ready.
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Carpentry
Description
Carpentry is a skilled labor job. Workers construct, install, and repair structures and fixtures. To do this,
carpenters are detail oriented and use both hand and power tools.
A typical day might include:
 keeping a safe and clean job site
 studying project plans and ordering materials
 measuring, then shaping or cutting materials using hand tools, machines, or power saws
 installing or repairing structures or fixtures
 checking your work using a level and plumb bob
 documenting and reporting the progress

Types of available positions:
The most common types of positions are construction carpenters and rough carpenters. Construction carpenters
build and repair wood fixtures and rough carpenters construct wooden structures that temporarily support projects as
they are being built. Another job available is a carpenter's helper. They perform tasks to help carpenters on the job
site and require no formal education and no job experience, however the pay is also typically less. Positions are
typically full time with hours sometimes dependent on the weather and climate.
Qualifications to enter field
Education: high school diploma or equivalent
Experience: none required, on the job training as an apprentice
Average Pay (Columbia): $52,020

Qualifications
The skills of workers include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mechanical: The ability to comfortably use and maintain a wide variety of tools.
Math: The ability to accurately plan, measure, and install building materials. They might also use this skill to plan
projects.
Detail Oriented: The ability to make exact measurements and calculations in their work to make sure projects are
safe and done correctly.
Critical Thinking:
The ability to notice when there is a problem and to find a solution.
Journey
Map
Physical strength: The ability to lift heavy tools and materials, stand for long periods of time, and make coordinated
hand and finger movements to hold and move items.
Communication: The ability to talk to clients to understand what the client needs and explain how the job will be
done in simple terms.

Trends: In 2018, there were 14,090 carpenters employed in Missouri with an average of 2,080 openings. The projected
change in the number of jobs is 11.2% by 2026. In 2018 for the Columbia, Jefferson City, and Central Missouri non
metro areas, there were 1,890 employed with mean annual wages of $52,020, $45,030, and $44,810, respectively.

Journey Map
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HVAC
Description
HVAC is an abbreviation for "heating, ventilation, and air conditioning." Technicians install, maintain, and
repair heating, air conditioning, and refrigeration systems. To do this, HVAC technicians use problem solving
skills, machines and tools.
A typical day might include:
 traveling to work sites to install, repair, or maintain systems, sometimes after hours
 applying local HVAC codes and maintaining a safe job site
 talking to clients to schedule repair, installation or maintenance activities and explaining the work that is
being done
 inspecting systems to determine potential issues
 studying project plans and ordering materials
 replacing or building mechanical parts for systems
 maintaining records of work
Types of available positions
The most common position is a general HVAC technician. They work for a HVAC company and install, maintain, and
repair heating, air conditioning, and refrigeration systems. Other technicians might specialize as an installer or
mechanic, or focus on one type of machine, such as refrigerators or air conditioning units. They typically have more
experience in the HVAC field and are paid more. Positions are also available for HVAC assistants/apprentices. They
do not require any experience and are given on the job training. Positions are typically full time with regular business
hours.
Qualifications to enter field
Education: apprenticeship or trade school
Experience: none required, on the job training provided
Average Pay: (Columbia): $51,020
The skills of workers include:
•
•
•

Mechanical: The ability to comfortably use and maintain a wide variety of tools.
Math: The ability to accurately plan, measure, and install building materials, or use this skill to plan projects.
Detail Oriented: The ability to make exact measurements and calculations in their work to make sure systems are
safe, done correctly, and working properly.
• Critical Thinking: The ability to notice when there is a problem and to find a solution.
• Physical strength: The ability to lift heavy tools and materials, stand for long periods of time, and make
coordinated hand and finger movements to hold and move items.
• Communication: The ability to talk to clients to understand what the client needs and explain how the job will be
done in simple terms.
Trends: In 2018, there were 6,600 HVAC technicians were employed in Missouri with an average of 740 openings.
The projected change in the number of jobs is 17.1% by 2026. In 2018 for the Columbia, Jefferson City, and Central
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Certified Nursing Assistant Pathway

Description
CNA’s provide basic care to patients or residents. To do this, nursing assistants use customer service,
critical thinking, and communication. Once a CNA has gained experience, this individual may decide to use
it as a stepping stone to enroll with a program in Licensed Practical Nursing (LPN); Registered Nursing (RN);
Associate’s degree in nursing (AND) or Bachelor’s degree in Nursing (BSN) earning more income.
A typical day might include:
 helping patients clean, bathe, dress, and use the toilet
 moving patients between beds and chairs and adjusting positions
 listening to health concerns and reporting information to doctors and nurses
 monitoring and recording vital signs and health information
 assisting patients with meals and daily activities

Types of available positions:
The most common types of positions are working in a hospital, assisted living facility, or as a traveling CNA. In
these positions, CNA’s provide basic care to patients or residents, sometimes traveling to the patient’s home. Other
positions include working for a business, collecting health data about employees for wellness programs. Positions
are typically full time and shift based.
Qualifications to enter field
Education: postsecondary certificate
Experience: none required
Average Pay: (Columbia): $24,140 (CAN) to $45,000 (RN)
The skills of workers include:
• Detail Oriented: The ability to notice problems and small changes in a patients well being to make sure they
are safe, healthy, and comfortable.
• Critical Thinking: The ability to notice when there is a problem and to find a solution.
• Physical strength: The ability to lift and move patients, stand for long periods of time, and make coordinated
hand and finger movements to hold and move items.
• Communication: The ability to talk to patients to understand what the patient needs and explain what you are
doing in simple terms.
• Customer Service: The ability to listen to others, asking good questions, and providing the best possible care
Journey
for a Map
patient.

Qualifications

Trends: In 2018, there were 38,560 nursing assistants employed in Missouri with an average of 5,580 openings.
The projected change in the number of jobs is 9.6% by 2026. In 2018 for the Columbia, Jefferson City, and
Central Missouri non metro areas, there were 5,190 employed with mean annual wages of $24,140, $28,970, and
$22,910, respectively. There is consistent shortage and high demand for nurses across all categories.

Journey Map
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Commercial Construction

Description
Construction laborers assist other skilled workers on construction sites. Laborers work on many types of
sites, performing a wide variety of jobs. To do this, laborers use problem solving skills, machines and tools.
A typical day might include
 consulting with client on project design, management or budget
 keeping a safe and clean job site
 measuring, then shaping or cutting materials using hand tools, machines, or power saws
 moving building materials on the job site
 operating and maintaining equipment and heavy machinery
 assisting other skilled workers with their duties
 following instructions and tasks from supervisors and other workers

Types of available positions:
The most common types of positions are working in building construction, heavy and civil engineering
construction, and specialty construction. In these positions, construction laborers assist other skilled workers on
construction sites. They might work with carpenters, electricians, engineers, or plumbers to name a few. Positions
are typically full time, with hours sometimes dependent on the weather and climate.
Qualifications to enter field:
Education: no formal education required
Experience: none required
Pay: (Columbia): $39,870
The skills of workers include:
• Mechanical: The ability to comfortably use and maintain a wide variety of tools and technology, including
design software.
• Math: The ability to accurately plan, measure, and install building materials. They might also use this skill to
plan projects.
• Critical Thinking: The ability to notice when there is a problem and to find a solution.
• Physical strength: The ability to lift heavy tools and materials, stand for long periods of time, and make
coordinated hand and finger movements to hold and move items.
• Communication: The ability to talk with coworkers to understand the task and explain how the job will be
done in simple terms.

Trends: In 2018, there were 20,020 construction laborers employed in Missouri with average 2,080 openings.
The projected change in the number of jobs is 11.2% by 2026. In 2018 for the Columbia, Jefferson City, and
Central Missouri non metro areas, there were 2,220 employed with mean annual wages of $39,870, $39,910,
and $38,640, respectively. On-site training and advancement increase wage averages. There is a labor shortage
and high demand in this sector.

Journey Map
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Manufacturing

Description
The manufacturing sector is a broad label that includes jobs in a variety of sub-sectors where workers take
materials and components and transform them into new products. To do this, workers use hand-eye skills,
machines and tools .
A typical day might include:
 keeping a safe and clean work area
 reading and understanding how to build something
 putting parts and materials together manually or with machines
 weighing, counting, and sorting or mixing materials
 checking to ensure the quality of the product
 standing for long periods of time
 recording data of production

Types of available positions:
Production workers is a broad category and includes assemblers, fabricators, bakers, butchers, dental and medical
appliance technicians, food and tobacco processing workers, jewelers, machinist, metal and plastic machine
workers, painting and coating workers, power plant operators, quality control inspectors, boiler operators, water
system operators, welders, and woodworkers. In these positions, take materials and components and transform them
into new products. Positions are typically full time and shift based. Certificates and degrees increase wages.
Qualifications to enter field:
Education: high school or equivalent
Experience: none required
Qualifications
Pay:
(Missouri): $37,920 to $55,000 (with certificate or degree)
The skills of workers include:
• Detail Oriented: The ability to notice problems and small changes in a patients well being to make sure they are
safe, healthy, and comfortable.
• Critical Thinking: The ability to notice when there is a problem and to find a solution.
• Physical strength: The ability to lift and move patients, stand for long periods of time, and make coordinated
hand and finger movements to hold and move items.
Journey Map
• Communication: The ability to talk to patients to understand what the patient needs and explain what you are
doing in simple terms.
• Customer Service: The ability to listen to others, asking good questions, and providing the best possible care for
a patient.

Trends: In 2018, there were 207,770 production workers employed in Missouri. The projected change in the
number of jobs is 4% by 2026. In 2018 for the Columbia, Jefferson City, and Central Missouri non metro areas,
there were 26,730 employed with mean annual wages of $38,280, $37,900, and $33,730, respectively. Certificates
and degrees increase salaries.
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Mechatronics

Description
Electro-mechanical Technicians operate, maintain, and test automated and electromechanical
machines. To do this, technicians use problem solving skills, machines and tools.
A typical day might include
 keeping a safe and clean work area
 reading blueprints, diagrams, and instructions to put together or take apart a part or machine
 operating machines and tools to make parts for machines
 inspecting and testing parts for issues and mistakes
 installing parts and hardware using hand tools
 operating automated or robotic machines
 record results and data in written reports

Types of available positions:
The most common types of positions are working in a factory or manufacturing plant. In these positions,
technicians build, test, operate, and repair electronic and mechanical machines and components. Other
positions include working for a business, helping engineers to test and develop new types of machines.
The name of the job varies, but most positions can be categorized under engineering technicians.
Positions are typically full-time and shift based.
Qualifications for entering this field:
Education: Associates degree or postsecondary certificate
Experience: none required
Pay: (Missouri): $58,750
The skills of workers include:
• Mechanical: The ability to comfortably use and maintain a wide variety of tools.
• Math: The ability to accurately plan, measure, and install materials. They might also use this skill to plan
projects.
• Detail Oriented: The ability to make exact measurements and calculations in their work to make sure
systems are safe, done correctly, and working properly.
• Critical Thinking: The ability to notice when there is a problem and to find a solution.
• Written and Verbal Communication: The ability to talk with coworkers to understand the task and explain
how the job will be done in simple terms as well as write reports on the work being done.

Trends: In 2018, there were 1,260 engineering technicians employed in Missouri. The projected change in

the number of jobs is 3% by 2026. In 2018 for the Jefferson City, and Central Missouri non metro areas, there
were 100 employed with mean annual wages of $52,430, $54,530, respectively. No data was available for the
Columbia area. Moberly Area Community College offers a Mechatronics Certificate or academic track
program.
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\Office Clerk

Description
An office clerk performs a wide variety of administrative tasks to help the business run effectively including
answering calls, writing documents, and keeping records. To do this, clerks use organizing and customer
service skills, and computers.
A typical day might include:








answering telephone calls and transferring information
sorting and delivering mail
scheduling appointments and welcoming customers or visitors
providing information to staff, clients, and the public
prepare reports and memos
copy, file, and update records
prepare and process data

Types of available positions:
The most common types of positions are working for a for-profit business helping to organize and relay their
information. The top three fields are educational services, healthcare, and government agencies. In these
positions, office clerks perform a wide variety of administrative tasks, generally working full-time with regular
business hours.
Qualifications for entering the field
Education: high school diploma or equivalent
Experience: none required
Pay: (Columbia): $32,940ving facility, home, or as a
The skills of workers include:
•
•
•
•

Detail Oriented: The ability to be exact in their work and make sure the information is timely and done correctly.
Critical Thinking: The ability to notice when there is a problem and to find a solution.
Written and Verbal Communication: The ability to clearly talk with coworkers and clients to explain information
as well as write reports on specific information.
Customer Service: The ability to listen to others, asking good questions, and providing the best possible service
for clients.

Trends: In 2018, there were 42,890 office clerks employed in Missouri with an average of 5,580 openings. The
projected change in the number of jobs is 0.2% by 2026. In 2018 for the Columbia, Jefferson City, and Central
Missouri non metro areas, there were 6,560 employed with mean annual wages of $32,940, $29,530, and $29,600,
respectively.
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